Zager Depo
Introduction
We are both professionals.
Discovery is an important aspect of the criminal justice system?
It is a tool for the parties to seek the truth? And be forthright with eachother within the
boundaries of the law?
Likewise a depostion is an important Discovery tool. This is my one shot to discuss the
case with you? And evualte the State's case in light of our conversation?
You had the opportunity to look over the file and are prepared to answer questions about
this case and issues surrounding this case?
Your time in this deposition is paid for by taxpayers money-so if you haven't had the
opportunity to review Mr. Eisenburg's case and the issues that surround it, I would
appreciate that you would be upfront with me about that.
If during the course of this deposition, you need to take a break, please just let me know
and we can stop.

General LEO backgroundlIimitations
You were BSO deputy from March 4, 1988 to September 5, 2003. approx 15 years?

In Dania before that? For how long?
During those years you were a patrol officer from _ _ _ _ __
You were DUI certified on _ _ __ __ _ _
You were a maintenance officer on the Intox 5000 from _ __ _ _ __ __
Certified breath operator by the FDLE? When?

How many DUI arrests did you make in the last two years of your career?
How many cases did you testify in?
How many were DUI related?

Did you ever testify as an expert on accident reconstruction? How many times? In which
jurisdiction? Case names.
Did you ever testifiy on Retrograde Extrapolation? How many times? In which
jurisdiction? Case names.
Are you are DRE?
Follow up questions ifhe is a DRE ...
Ever do a blood draw? Request a blood draw? Testify about a blood case? Say that you
did a blood draw?
Education? Degrees? Published? Names of articles? Which journals published? CoAuthored with? How did you become affiliated?
Speaking engagements? To Which groups? Details?
Professional Committies a member of?

When you were on the force, have you ever been convinced a person was DUr but didn't
have the benefit of a breath test?
Which of these factors would be indicators ofDUl?
Bloodshot eyes
Watery eyes
Droopy eyes
Dilated pupils
Constricted pupils?
Odor of alcohol coming from the Defendant's mouth or person?
Slurred Speech?
Mumbling?
Mush-mouthed?
Confusion?
Thick tongued?
Stuttering?
Flushed Face?
Stumbling when getting out of the car
Fumbling through wallet for DL and registration
Disorderly clothed
Person is excited?
Person is talkative?
Person is sleepy?
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Peron is vomiting?
Person has urinated on themselves?
You have done FSE's on approximately how many people??
You used FSE's to help you determine whether a driver was DUI?
You agree that arresting a person for DUI is serious?
Do you agree, a DUI conviction can have huge ramifications for the individual?
So you would have never used those tests to determine impairment if you didn't have
confidence in them?
FSE are reliable and accurate indicators of impairment?
NO? So you arrested people using data garnished from tests you didn't believe
in??
Familiar with studies and such?
You are familiar with the HGN test, the Walk and Tum Test and One leg stand,
Rohmberg Balance and the finger to nose test?
IF person misses all the cues for HGN test is this a sign that the person is
impaired?
IF person misses all the cues for Walk and Tum Test is this a sign that the person
is impaired?
IF person misses all the cues for One leg stand is this a sign that the person is
impaired?
IF person misses all the cues for Rohmberg Balance is this a sign that the person
is impaired?
IF person misses all the cues for IF person misses all the cues for IF person misses
all the cues for finger to nose test is this a sign that the person is impaired?

Eisenberg specifICS
So hypothetically, if a person exhibited bloodshot eyes, strong odor of alcohol, slurred
speech, a flushed face you would have had strong suspicions that the person was DUI.
What if they were also very talkative?
What if in addition, they exhibited all six cues during the HGN?
What if during RB, he sways three inches in either direction AND estimates 17/30?
What if during WIT:
He loses his balance 2 times
Starts before being to do to do so
Stops walking or pauses during the exercise?

Has to take slow deliberate steps?
Doesn't touch heel to toe?
Steps off the line three times
Raises his arms more than 6 inches to keep balanced?
Stumbled when turning?
Only turns 45 degrees instead of the required ISO degrees?
Takes 11 steps first (instead of 9)
What if during the OLS he sways when balancing?
Raises his arms more than six inches to keep balance?
Doesn't look at his foot?
Puts his foot down during the 30 sec period.
What during the FTNose test:
He doesn't keep his eyes closed.
Missed the tip of his nose three times.

You weren't at the scene when officer Millan examined Mr. Eisenburg?
So you are not able to speak with personal knowledge about the events that
occurred that night, you are relying on officer millian's paperwork.
So you would have to speak in hypotheticals?
Wouldn't you agree that an officer who conducts FSEs and has a direct
observation of a defendant's performance
(Note: His own sloppy report-taking was notated in a 2002 eVal)
BreathlIntoxilyzer

BELIEFS ABIOUT INSTRUMENT AND HOW GOOD IT IS
Definition of accuracy
Is the instrument accurate?
How do we test the instrument for accuracy
Precision
Reliability
Specificity
Sensitivity

Maintenance:
Annual Maintenance: FDLE Rule I1D-S.004 mandates that a breath test instrument be
inspected by the Department (FDLE) once every calendar year (January 1 through
December 31 )

Monthly Maintenance: FDLE Rule llD-S.006 requires that breath test instruments be
inspected by the Agency (Police Agency) at least one each calendar month.

Alcohol Reference Solutions
ARS are the alcohol solutions used to conduct the monthly maintenance and annual
inspections for the intoxilyzers?
ARS consists of known quantities of alcohol, .05%, .OS% and .20%.
When the maintenance officer introduces the ARS solution into the intoxilyzer, the
solution is converted into a vapor alcohol concentration with a breath simulator to
simulate an actual breath alcohol test.
The instrument than gives a simulated breath reading of the ARS solution. The reading
must fall within the acceptable range .
.05 solution: .045-.055 g1210 L
.OS solution: .075-.0S5 g121 0 L
.20 solution: .190-.210 g1210 L (FDLE rule 1ID-S.002(1»

Certificates ofAssurance
The CONs are documents that demonstrate that the FDLE has tested the ARS and that
the ARS falls within the acceptable range as required by the rule.
FDLE conducts tests on Alcohol Reference Solutions (ARS) to ensure their accuracy,
correct?
The FDLE must determine the ethanol concentration of the ARS by testing at least 10
bottles of ARS per lot?
Each of the 10 bottles must be tested 3 times yielding a minimum of30 test results?
The 30 test results must fall within +/- 3% of the target alcohol concentration?
To obtain a breath permit from FDLE, the individual must successfully complete a
training course of no less than 32 hours, score at least SO% on a written exam, and
demonstrate proficiency in certain test procedures. FDLE Rule 11D-S.00S.

Breath Tests
Two samples have to be collected within fifteen minutes of each other in order for a
result to be considered valid.
The Intoxylizer 5000 measures the alcohol level of deep lung breath samples. Which
falls under what the FDLE Rules defines an "Approved Breath Alcohol Test".
The intoxilyzer measures deep lung air to ensure an accurate breath alcohol level.

Low sample Volume
In order to ensure that a deep lung air sample is obtained, the Intoxilyzer is capable of
registering a low sample volume.
The three factors that create a LSV are Time, Pressure and Slope correct?

Time - Where defendant fails to blow into the intoxilyzer for a
minimtun of 6 seconds, the intoxilyzer should register that test as
an LSV.
Pressure - When a defendant fails to blow hard enough into the
intoxilyzer, the Intoxilyzer should also register that test as an LSV.
Slope - The Intoxilyzer is designed to detect a leveling off plateau
of a breath sample after 4 to 4.2 seconds. Any deviation of greater
than .017 to .02 in one second is considered invalid and reported as
mouth alcohol.
In essence, when a human blows into the instrument, the instrument measures time, slope
and pressure.
This is done through the instrument's pressure switch.
During monthly inspections, a different port is used than the port used to test a subject
and the pressure switch is bypassed.
The pressure switch is checked separately using a pressure gauge to make sure it is within
a certain acceptable range.
The concern with an LSV reading is whether the reading is influenced by mouth alcohol.
A LSV reading should be equal to or artificially lower than a defendant's breath alcohol
reading absent the presence of mouth alcohol.
But there are safeguards that prove that the LSV is not tainted by Mouth Alcohol?

20 minute rule - mouth alcohol disappears very quickly (within
several minutes). If the officer has complied with the 20 minute
observation period prior to administering the breath test, this is a
safeguard to ensure that no mouth alcohol influenced the LSV
reading.
Slope Detector The slope detector which detects the presence of
mouth alcohol. Any deviation of greater than .017 to .02 in one
second is considered invalid and reported as mouth alcohol.
.02 Compliance-

Mouth alcohol disappears very quickly?
So, if there is mouth alcohol that affected the first reading, the
second reading should be much lower (outside of .02 compliance
from the first reading).
So, if the two readings are within .02 compliance this is a further
safeguard that ensures that mouth alcohol did not affect either breath
reading.
Not a margin of error for the instrument, but to compensate for
the fact that we are human

Twenty-Minute Observation Period

The purpose of the twenty minute observation period is to avoid the presence of mouth
alcohol which could result in false or inaccurate breath test results?
It is a safeguard to ensure that the Defendant has not taken anything by mouth or
regurgitated during the twenty minute period prior to the time that the Intoxilyzer test was

administered to Defendant.
But, we've already established that the instrument is equipped with a mouth alcohol
detector designed to detect breath samples containing mouth alcohol.
And since mouth alcohol dissipates within seconds, it is almost impossible for a
defendant to provide two samples within .02 of each other if mouth alcohol is present.
So really , the 20 minute observation period is a an extra safeguard for providing valid
breath readings?
Drinking water during Twenty Minute Observation Period will not affect the accuracy of
the breath reading?
Yawning during the Twenty-Minute Period will not affect the accuracy of the breath
reading?
Wearing dentures will not affect the accuracy of a breath reading?
Are you a dentist?
Taken courses in dentistry?
Know what dentures are made of?

Eisenberg's Case

UA
Let's talk about the BSO Internal Affairs investigations-In July 1998 investigation for
"distraction of duty" by the Office of Professional Compliance for going to a fellow
officers house to watch a boxing match? This was while you are on duty? They found
fault and you were suspended one day, no pay?
In August, 2003 you were being investigated for "distraction of duty" by the Office of
Professional Compliance? What were the results of that investigation?
Rarely on time for work.
Used "flex" time even though that was not an authorized procedure by the BSO.
Was interested in only testifying in court and was neglecting your other duties.
In that same sworn statement from August, you also mentioned a pending bankruptcy
proceeding against your wife's company-what are the details surrounding that legal
action?
BK

--If he comes clean that he was really filing for personal BK then:
You filed for personal bankruptcy on July 30, 2003, less than a month before your
sworn conversation
You were be untruthful to Sergeant Mary Guess when she took a sworn statement
from you on august 28, 2003 when you told her that the bankruptcy proceeding
had nothing do with you (one month after filing petition)

--If he sticks with his wife's the scenario he told I1A, then:
Isn't it true that on July 30 th, 2003 you voluntarily filed a petition to begin chapt 7
bankruptcy proceedings with the US Bankruptcy Court in the Southern District of
Florida?
THEN:
When you filed your petition, you signed the petition under penalty of perjury that all of
the information was true and correct? (located page 2 ofpetition)

In your petition, which was later numbered case 03-25600, on the schedule F, you
declared that you owed AMEX, on two different accounts, $80,000 or $45,000 &
$35,000, respectively?
Also on the Schedule F, you claimed that your credit account with Burdines was $45,000
delinquent?
Likewise your credit account with Brands Mart was $7,000 delinquent?
Wouldn't you agree that for the most part, Brands Mart is categorized as a hardware
store?
Isn't it true that you claimed on your Schedule F, a total of $345,200.00 in credit debt that
you were seeking to be discharged?
What did you purchase with these accounts?
(ifhe says tools, computer, or actual items~use Schedule B to impeach him, as
he only claimed 200 in household furnishings, 100 in clothes, 200 injewelry, 100
in Firearms for a total of 600)
Yet on your Schedule B, you only claimed $600 worth of exempt property?
The Trustee of your estate is Mr. Soneet Kapila, correct?
Isn't it true that you claimed your account with Washington Mutual, account number
8313251055, as exempt on your Schedule C?
Isn't it true that you made 5 transfers from that Washington Mutual account, totaling
$5,500.00 to a bank account belonging to your wife, Hollie in the year preeceeding filing
BK?
$16004/25103
$1600519/03
$1400 6/20/03
$1400 717103
$12007/18/03

Isn't it true that you claimed on your petition to not have made ANY transfers or
conveyances to a family member valued at over $200, for the year prior to filing your
petition? From July 2002-July 2003)
Isn't it true that the last transfer of$1500, was made August 1,2003, actually after you
filed for BK?
NOTE: Jfhe starts trying to wiggle out of this, impeach him with his RULE 2004
testimony from November 2o'h, 2003

Isn't it true that you claimed only $200 to be in the Washington Mutual account when
you filed your petition?
Isn't it true that the penalty ofpeljury on your bankruptcy petition is a fine of up to
$500,000 or imprisonment for up to 5 years, or both?
Isn't it true that you received a tax return in 2002 in the amount of$6,254.00?
Isn't it true that you did not declare this income in your petition?
Isn't it true that on December 3'd, 2003, the Trustee of your estate, Mr. Kapila, through
independent counsel, filed a complaint against you that your debt should not be
discharged?
Isn't it true that on December 3'd, 2003, the Trustee of your estate, Mr. Kapila, filed a
complaint against you to "avoid and recover post petition transfers"?
Isn't it true that on December 3'd, 2003, the Trustee of your estate, Mr. Kapila, filed a
complaint against you to avoid and recover fraudulent transfers?
Isn't it true that on December 3'd, 2003, the Trustee of your estate, Mr. Ka ilB, filed a
complaint a ainst you to recover from yo~rsonall " 6·$23. · 0 ' · tIiaf~ou· d.101lot
Qi@lJ) 0,'
~ .. ~Ji,lt in ;y'ou w(pciitiprt
Isn't it true, that on February 3'd, 2004, the Trustee moved for a default judgment against
you and your wife due to the fact that either of you had made any answer to the
December 3,d complaint?
Isn't it true that you are in dire financial straits?
BiaslFees
$$ how much he is getting paid an hour
Timing of retirement with BK
Do you recall saying in a sworn statement to Sarg. Mary Guess on August 28, 2003, said
that the instruments could not be manipulated or "beat"-and that for you to change your
testimony now would impeach rendering your testimony useless??
So you are today conceding that your testimony is useless? or that you are now for hire?

